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PREAMBLE

Hyper-surealist fi ction 
World planning
Fluid proposal
Extra regional issue
Real politics
Sustainable echos
International competition
Climate disturbance
Local application
Social understanding
Ironic scenery
Transversa glance
Cycle comprehension
Global economy
Subnatural reality
Fear removal
Molecular scape
Apocalyptic regenerescence
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IN MIND

In 2048, Saipan is no more an island, but a port bordered by a lake in the heart of 
the Middle Pacifi c of Sandy Ocean. 

Appeared usual and ordinary, the life of expended continents is, nevertheless, not 
the same with sand-belts of Middle Pacifi c Highland and industrial exportation. The 
dwellers that were mainly aborigine in 2008 are presently composed of the mi-
grants from the coasts of collapsed continents, who never settle down and always 
sail within the same dunes of the Pacifi c.   

Saipan that was a worldwide mockery 30 years ago is now a master and governor 
of the newly born empire and its reputation became out of reach. The upheavals 
that bore the banks are of maieutic on a world currently in rejuvenation. What is 
achieved in Saipan makes the old and withered world envious of a ‘beauty of else-
where’. The wealthy countries have cast long an inquisitive glance at the Pacifi c 
and each developed a relaxation resort providing balance sheet. 

However, these same defenders of beauty as such will later discover somewhat 
different advantage of the wild region. It will rejoin the Kyoto Protocol (1997).
Neither a place to hide nor any fi nancing to treat having found, the billon tons of 
food wastes will be buried underground and this holiday resort at the edge of social 
misery will simply accept the helps from wealthy countries referring to a substantial 
development. 

The ‘sustainable chic’ of these embezzlers may grow beyond reason till the chemi-
cal implosion.   The billion tons of wastes on the coasts will infi ltrate into the land 
and destructure the terrestrial elements. In result, the slow erosion will begin fi lling 
the Pacifi c with the aggregates from continental coasts. Gradually the fi lled ocean 
will form a multitude of dunelands.

The promoters of resorts and ecology who poured their bins on the earthly paradise 
will organise scrupulously ‘a new commerce’ on the land, “Restore”, that is pump 
the sands of the land and sell it to the damaged countries to reconstitute their 
coasts. 

Looked at reversely, this is precisely what formulates Saipan of a new allure, new 
commerce, and new statue of today in 2048 in the Middle Pacifi c Highland of 
dunelands, a city as an idol of sustainable action, which turned out to be a scape-
goat of sustainable spirit.  

This is an attempt to understand how such an issue like ‘sustainability’ and its 
wrong doings can cause baleful effects that will echo in the future for centuries.
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What -1

2048

FOOD STALL at SYB..  
At the multimode zone of Saipanlake at the Line SYB connecting between 
Sydney - Yokohama - Bogota, there are food stalls of great singularity. The 
phenomenal number of travellers fl owed in every day are instantly met here. 23 
Nationalities hustle and bustle. Each person’s energy stimulates increasingly 
fl ourishing trades in this region. Recently, this zone was recommended in the 
guide-books for its good restaurants and most unusual night festivals.

IMAGE
Of Local Store

+5-40
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What -1

0-39

2047

SAIPAN LAKE
Walking along the seashore always has great charms. In Saipan that was once 
an island in the middle of the ocean and that is now a molecular city bordered 
by a lake, one can walk around the lake instead. 
Sapinlake became a unique natural element that should not be exploited in 
the region. Suitable for the residents who came to direct the operation in the 
area, offering a high standing image, this lake is an adorable anachronism and 
ethnocentric privilege.   
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What -1

+4-38

2046

HARVEST
The major source for small-scaled exploitation of Pacifi c converging on Saipan 
is the sand handling. Nevertheless, this hushed economy nourishes more than 
62 millions individuals unable to expect the prosperity with the dividends, with 
little gratifying work of a kind.   
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+5-37

2045

ORDINARY HAPPPINESS
The days seem peaceful. The Middle Pacifi c Highland is not the place where 
one is treated badly. The life is fl uid like dreams. Like the ones drifting in 
swampy water, the village migrates according to the climate and the profi table 
exploitations. 
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What -1

-9-36

2044

EXTRACTION
However, the days of these works are harsh. Like Dubai that conceals under-
ground the wealth allowing their ostentation, the undergrounds of the Pacifi c 
possess thousands of extractions points connected by a long corridor. Working 
in the Pacifi c is to spend the life out of daylights and to live hidden like this raw 
material that enriches the outer countries that exploit without being noticed. 
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2043

INDUSTRIAL EXPORTATION
Like the ancient predecessors; Singapore, Qatar, and Netherlands, the men 
and their techniques are capable of building and playing with on the moving. 
Gigantic monticules of sand and mud spread the meadows of dune so that they 
are transported by channels towards the ravaged coasts of the continents. The 
minerals haven’t stopped being hustled. 
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What -1

2042

TRANSIT HARBOUR
The scenery of containers, of modern port is beautiful. Each beauty has its 
time. For Saipan, it is contemporary. The beauty of Saipan and other hubs of 
the Pacifi c regions is that of immense trades. Saipan is not any more a place 
created to develop a quality of life, but a place of transit where even a thought 
is always headed towards the destination, where ‘Here and Now’ changes to 
‘There and Later’.
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What -1

2041

EXODUS
For the new El Dorado, for the remission of lamentations, thousands of mi-
grants, the people who were forced to leave the peaceful places of continental 
coasts 30 years ago already pour in. 
This is probably the most dramatic characteristic of this episode. The commer-
cial devaluation of the dreams of whole generations.
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What -1

2040

PACIFIC TOUAREG
Not more than a distant memory, the sand nomads joined the nabobs of petrol 
locked up in their coastal cities encircled by parallel motorways in the Emirate 
Arab United. They re-appear here transformed.
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What -1

2039

NEO CONQUISTADOR DEL DESERT
Once again, the reality that is always more powerful than a fi ction.
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To -2

-9-30

2038

RE : TAIL & ATOMISATION OF TREATMENT FACTORIES
New store location and re-localization

ANCIENT STORE LOCATION
Geographical distribution of the Middle East Land
As in Brazil, 4 % of the population has 70 % of the richness of the country.

Naturally industrial Zoing .
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To -2
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2037

RE : TRADE
Before a holiday destination, now on a departure platform. The dependence 
truly did not change the border. The orchestraters have been always excluded 
from the game of the misery. 

map IN PROGRESS
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To -2

2036

RE : LIVING SPACE 
In 2008, 85 % of the place where people lived and worked were above the sea 
level and lower than 2000 m.
However, sand storms, freezing, gas poisoning through inhalation make life on 
the ground level almost impossible. Growing up in ‘Artifi cial Respiration Places’ 
becomes a shared dream of the new generation of the Pacifi c.

-5-28

map IN PROGRESS
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To -2

2035

ANCIENT POPULATION LOCATION
70 % of population were aborigine. Diffi culties in access, transport, high and re-
mote quality of life defi ned this area as a dream place on earth. Nowadays eas-
ily accessible and transitional places, living there is uneasy to identify. ‘Cross-
ing’ is a term more appropriate for such a situation.  

+10-27

map IN PROGRESS
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To -2

2034

RE : FLOW
The major currents that evolved in the Pacifi c were completely modifi ed abruptly 
or with years. From an ocean, the space took the form after small spaces closed 
on themselves, between the dune and the lake, inland sea.   The terrestrial 
footbridge which linked Russia and America was broken down and replaced 
by a cord of dune between the old south-east Asia and South America. On its 
passage, there is Saipan at the beginning of transformation that is the only com-
munity capable of perceiving and reacting industrially to the new worldly stake 
of which it was a prey. 

 0-26
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To -2
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The Keywords....
Environmental sentences....

2033

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PROVIDER
 VERSUS 
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS DEMANDER
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To -2

2032

MAP OF THE MIDDLE PACIFIC HIGHLAND IN 2031

 0-24

map IN PROGRESS
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map IN PROGRESS

2031

MAP OF THE MIDDLE PACIFIC HIGHLAND IN 2008
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To -2

2030

RE : MAP
Sea: 57 %
Sand Land: 43 %

 0-22

The Keywords....
Environmental sentences....
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To -2

2029

SEA LEVEL RISING
JASON satellite image
For over 40 years, scientists observe the water rising of the oceans.

 0-21

The Keywords....
Environmental sentences....
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Where - 3

+1-20

2028

RE : OFF-SHORE STATION
As the ‘world island’ project in Dubai, platform which sucks the sand till it disap-
pears.....
The companies in charge of this huge pumping project deliver sands to the 
areas devastated by the collapse of the structure soil.
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Where - 3

+2-19

2027

RE : UNDERWATER DELIVERING SERVICE
A local distributor is delivering a fresh pizza. Transport service including also 
individual food delivery is made underwater creating new underworld traffi c be-
tween the islands. It is a local business for international extractor companies. 
However, locals have scarcely access to this service that is too pricy for them. 
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Where - 3

+8-18

2026

RE : TRANSITION WORLD
Floating highways in fl uid structure. All is nothing but temporary since map 
changes constantly. 
They are for investment purpose only, and not for the people to live in. 
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Where - 3

+6-17

2025

RE : LIVIABILITY
The Coasts’ collapse has disrupted the marine fl ows as well as all main circula-
tion fl ows.
Temperature fl uctuations have abruptly changed the climate balance in the 
Pacifi c region. Before people lived on the ground level and explored to the un-
derground and into the air for hunting or leisure, now they live under the water 
for comfort. 
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-4-16

2024

RE : INDUSTRY
Like a new mine, the land of misery where people only get up to work is the 
ancient resort and dream place. 
The ‘Labour landscape’ looks alike in all poor countries. Monstrous and sophis-
ticated machines are mingles with the ordinary practice. Prostitution is the old-
est profession in the world and this term may continue to exist. Anyhow, living 
here is a prostitution. 
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Where - 3
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2023

RE : TOUR
A tour operator brings tourists to the ‘Ecological RE:NATURISATION’, an eye-
catching image of the actual disaster. 
Climate turbulence changes the natural evolution in Middle Pacifi c ‘Highland’ 
As sex tourism in Bangkok, as window to misery at the Yalu River between 
North Korea and China, the market of sensation participate at the BIOSPHERE 
‘Maelstrom’.
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-6-14

2022

RE : STORYSATION
The predictors Dr. Folamor and Gore designated the place as a crucial part of 
our future. All of the sudden, there are expectation, dreams. 
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2021

RE : MIGRATION OF ILLUSION
Animals and humans migrates from island to island till they are completely con-
sumed.
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2020

AERIAL VIEW OF SAIPANLAKE
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2019

MOLECULAR EXTENSION OF THE CITIES AND THEIR RE:STORES
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From - 4

 0-10

2018

COLLAPSE OF THE COASTS
When the fi rst collapses of the coasts began, few people could establish the 
link between an unspecifi ed source and these gigantic phenomena. Sides of 
the whole world fl owed into the sea. For years, the scientists had discovered 
and put the inexorable increase of the sea level on their detailed maps (2029), 
without being able to fi nd out their source.
The materials that fi lled the ocean became visible by its dimension. 
The chemical reasons will go beyond expectation. 
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From - 4

-6-9

2017

INSIDIOUS INFILTRATION
It is by analyzing the mud of the sea-bed then the sandy amalgams at the top 
of the dunes a few years later that one will start to seize the source of these 
biological deteriorations. 
The telluric structures were broken by addictions of products reacting explo-
sively between them; the materials put close to the sea, liquids of these depos-
its being infi ltrated in the grounds and fl ooded phreatic nappe. And the coastal 
bases of the continents found destroyed.
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From - 4

 0-8

2016

ANARCHIC CLIMATE
For the period already strongly disturbed by a world cycle at its critical stage, 
the alarms ringing from all edges, all could happen at the centre of the torpor of 
this beginning of the millenium.

TYPHON IMAGE
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From - 4

-7-7

2015

TRASH COUNTRY
It is not the billion tons of waste brunt by fault of time and money to hide them  
that could worry the ecologist thinkers of the whole world occupied to develop 
“Revolutionary” progress within prosperous cities.
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From - 4

 0-6

2014

SUSTAINABLE BATTLE
These same communities are still discussed on the good founded by the sus-
tainable practices to apply for the good of others and to know if it was preferable 
to carry all its batch of avid industries again advantageous development with 
the procession of Resorts and projects of town planning.
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From - 4

+5-5

2013

RE : VIGORATE
Sharing a playful joke of words (SINGAPORE minus SAIPAN = GORE), 
Al Gore warns that what took place in Saipan was close to what had happened 
to Singapore and his team needed to be conscious and alarmed of problems 
in the Saipan surroundings. And the good conscience and the ill-doers came 
to play…. 
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-10-4

2012

PACIFIC TRASH
Because a market is always big enough for all and that the social problems are 
always more and more complex if one wants to give the paroles to all actors, 
the race for development in the new secondary areas of continental countries 
pushes the hallucinogens practices like the discharge of the food wastes of old 
continents in paradisiac places supposed to greet only villages holidays and 
parasols.
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From - 4

-1-3

2011

INSTABLE SUSTINABLE
Everywhere either In Europe, in America, in Asia, in African, or in the Middle 
East and Asia Pacifi c, the poor can accept lots of things, even sustainable is-
sues only in order to survive. 
Meanwhile, the resort business goes down….
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From - 4

-10-2

2010

KYOTO PROTOCOL 
How much a country can pay to be conformed and how much others can stand 
in the name of  philosophic hopes which they never touch.....
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From - 4
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2009

WORD PLAY
‘Sustainable gimmicks’ are learnt and applied in all societies as a new good 
way, simple words that provide smile and instant well being. Indeed, it is about 
a fabulous tool created at a moment of great doubts on behalf of the world. The 
need to make the good caused so many errors. Good conscience is in doubt.
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From - 4

+30

2008

EATING DISORDER
There are no good manners to eat but simply very bad manner that is ignore the 
process of what nourishes us; where it comes from and where it goes.   
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PEOPLE
MANNISI alban (Landscape Architect)

MANNISI Alban is currently working in Singapore for an international urban design and landscape architecture fi rm and has 
been participating in Asia-based projects. He had worked for landscape  architecture offi ces, architects, and urban planners 
in Bordeaux, Paris, Seoul and Singapore.

Contact : mannisialban@gmail.com

Web site : www.seiwooo.com

References : www.seiwooo.com/Mannisialban.pdf

CONTRIBUTION

Jeong Haeyoung 
Nys Philippe 
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